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LACANTINA LIFE BEGINS WITH INNOVATIVE OPEN SPACES 

 
Company To Unveil New Pivot Door System at the 2017 IBS Show 

 

SAN DIEGO, CA – (January 6, 2017) – With the company’s well-known ability to create 

large open spaces by eliminating walls and  seamlessly connecting the indoor to the 

outdoors, LaCantina Doors (LaCantina), is once again providing another perfect way to 

bring the “LaCantina Life” to consumers with their new Pivot Door System (available for 

order Spring 2017). 

“LaCantina Life is about the health and well-being benefits of being in large open 

spaces - the ability to be surrounded by natural light and open air, leading to a more 

comfortable and enhanced lifestyle,” noted Lee Maughan, Vice President and General 

Manager, LaCantina Doors. 

LaCantina will be unveiling its new Pivot Door Systems at the 2017 NAHB International 

Builders’ Show (IBS) at the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando, FL,  January 

10th – 12th in booth # S918. 

Featuring a narrow stile and rail profile for more glass, light, and consistent width panels 

for balance and symmetry LaCantina’s new Pivot Door system makes a statement for 

any large entry or patio door opening. 

The new Pivot Door system will be available with direct set or panel glazed sidelites and 

transom and a flush threshold for minimal floor space interruption.  LaCantina’s Pivot 

doors feature high performance hardware for ease of operation of larger panel weights 

and an exclusive handle hardware package.  Offered with standard LoE glass for 

energy efficiency and a wide range of privacy and decorative glass options. 

The new Pivot Door System is the perfect match to the company’s folding, multi slide 

and swing doors and is available in LaCantina’s comprehensive range of materials 

including Aluminum, Aluminum Thermally Controlled, Aluminum Wood and 

Contemporary Clad to complement any architectural style. 

 



Attendees of this year’s International Builder’s Show will be able to experience firsthand 

LaCantina’s complete and perfectly matching door package - One pavilion highlights the 

Aluminum Thermally Controlled system in a folding, stacking multi slide, swing and pivot 

door with sidelite application while the other pavilion displays the Contemporary Clad 

range in a folding, pocket slider, servery window and pivot door with sidelites. 

"We've been the pioneer of designing open space products for many years. Our new 

pivot entry system offers huge panels with sidelite and transom options in our range of 

different material types” commented LaCantina’s Maughan.  “We’ve utilized the same 

panel profiles as our folding, sliding and swing systems for a perfectly matching and 

complete door package and just like our other products, our pivot system sets the 

standard for quality, value and style.” 

For those attendees looking to experience the LaCantina Life, the company will offer 

espresso from 9 a.m. – 12 p.m. and host Happy Hour from 3 p.m. – 5 p.m. on January 

10th and 11th.  LaCantina’s “Happy Hour” will include beer, cocktails and live music. 

 

About LaCantina Doors 
LaCantina Doors, acquired by JELD-WEN in 2015, is the leader in designing and 

manufacturing products that create large open spaces. Offering the most innovative and 

comprehensive range of folding, sliding and swing systems available, LaCantina Doors 

utilizes the same signature narrow stile and rail profile across its product line for a 

complete and perfectly matching door package. 

Designed and made in California, LaCantina Doors have contributed to award winning 

projects ranging from residential, retail, commercial, educational facilities, resorts and is 

the preferred choice when it comes to products that open spaces. Backed by an 

industry leading warranty, LaCantina Doors are available across the U.S. and 

Internationally.  

 

For more information on LaCantina Doors please visit www.lacantinadoors.com. 
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